Foreword

The Order of New Work Integrated Learning in Universities

The integration of work and learning is not new, as many of the writers in this book will attest and illustrate. Industries and businesses function in a technically and socially changing knowledge environment, simultaneously generating and requiring new knowledge and skills. Universities are an integral element of societies’ knowledge generation and transfer systems. How they meet this mission is under challenge and pressure to change due to significant reforms in government agendas, social expectations and technological innovation. These forces have produced an invigorated and more formal focus in universities on the relationship between learning and work and among industries, professional regulatory bodies, and universities. Universities have always had both formal and informal programmes in which students engaged in work outside of the classroom in order to learn. What is new is the public inclusion of work integration into institutional missions, targets, and strategic plans making it visible and contestable in higher education and subject to quality assurance and systematic research.

Work Integrated Learning has a broad agenda driven by contrasting but often tacit philosophies which cause researchers to question the interplay and balance of work and learning and to ask just where is the ‘integration’ and its value. Explications of philosophies, however, are largely overlooked in the need to attend to governments’ drive for graduate competencies to meet workforce demands and to comply with professional standards requirements.

Despite these overriding pressures, universities, curriculum developers, and researchers have generated an exciting new field of endeavour for higher education to foster innovation in work integrated learning. In this book, the researchers and curriculum and institutional innovators rightly focus attention on the adequacy in the preparation of the workplace and the students for optimal learning through, and from, experience, noting that experience alone is not enough. It is important to be reminded that theory and practice are not unrelated. At best, they are essential and symbiotic elements of the whole. Practice will not change unless informed by theory, and theory will not develop unless challenged by real world experience. How this transfer between knowledge development and practice development occurs is an important site of inquiry.

The new order of Work Integrated Learning as a higher education enterprise involves the full scope of curriculum concerns. It has a role in developing graduates’ global and cultural awareness, as well as their capacities to be ethical and responsible citizens and as knowledge workers. These following chapters explore these important concerns, reflecting their national diversity yet similarity in their endeavour for innovative programs that use research and evaluation to assure high quality education.
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